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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2016109584A1] A method involves managing advertising on a smart cellular phone. The method may include receiving a bookmark
request for an advertisement from a user, storing an advertising bookmark comprising an identifier for the advertisement, receiving a view request
from the user for the advertising bookmark, and causing the advertisement to be displayed to the user. The method may include receiving an
advertising modification request associated with media content comprising a plurality of advertising segments, disabling one or more of the plurality
of advertising segments, and causing the media content to be displayed to a user. The method may include receiving a classified advertisement
associated with a seller, receiving an advertisement type, a seller location, and a picture associated with the classified advertisement, receiving
buyer locations and buyer types associated with buyers, determining targeted buyers based on the advertisement type, the seller location, the
picture, the buyer locations, and the buyer types, and displaying the classified advertisement to the targeted buyers.
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